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$3.4 Million Settlement in Brain Injury
& Wrongful Death Case
The Washington State DOC recently agreed
to settle a wrongful death lawsuit brought by
attorney Chris Davis of the Davis Law Group for
$3.4 million
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Worst Things To Do To Your Car
It’s safe to say that a majority of car accidents are caused by user error rather than faulty equipment
or environmental factors. But as we all know, properly maintaining and caring for your vehicle can
keep it in good working condition and prevent breakdowns and other mechanical failures that can
increase the driver’s risk of being injured in a car accident.
Putting off the routine checkups and scheduled maintenance for your vehicle can prove to be quite
costly down the road. Aside from the long-term damage that this can do to your car, it can also turn
your vehicle into a time-bomb that is just waiting to break down.
The people over at Yahoo! Finance put together a list of the top ten mistakes that Americans make
that are proven to lead to extensive vehicle damage and potential breakdowns.
1. Putting off recommended/scheduled maintenance.
This is pretty generic and straight-forward, as there are a number of small checkups that you
should perform on your vehicle every once in a while. These include checking your battery,
topping off fluids, getting the oil changed, aligning tires and replacing brakes when necessary.
Obviously, all of these put the driver in a better position to be in control of the vehicle and avoid
an accident.
2. Ignoring the “check engine” light.
This is one of the biggest no-no’s of all time, mainly because the check engine light is only a
generic indicator that something is wrong. It can be something as simple as a loose gas cap, or
as serious and expensive as replacing the catalytic converter. Either way, get it diagnosed and
taken care of as soon as possible.
...continues on page 2
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Wrongful death attorney Chris Davis, the founder
and principal of the Davis Law Group in Seattle,
recently settled a lawsuit against the State of
Washington Department of Corrections (DOC),
and convicted felon Virginia Christine Ramsey
(Case No. 11-2-13537-9). The lawsuit alleged
that the DOC failed to adequately monitor and
supervise a dangerous felon under the State’s
community supervision. That felon ultimately
caused a high speed car crash that killed one
person and severely injured another.
On July 26, 2010, Ramsey was spotted driving
erratically by police. A high speed police chase
ensued which ended with a violent crash involving
another vehicle operated by Doug Simmons, who
was killed instantly. Mr. Simmons’ passenger,
Holly Mattson, received life-threatening injuries
but survived the deadly collision. According to
a toxicology report, Ramsey was found to have
been under the influence of illegal drugs at the
time of the crash. Ms. Ramsey was a convicted
felon under the supervision of the Department
of Corrections. She had an extensive criminal

...continues on page 2
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Ten Worst ... Continued

3. Not changing the oil, or not
having it changed on time.

One of the first guidelines you
pick up when learning about
cars is the importance of
changing the oil. Car engines
build up gunk and sludge that
can cause major problems in
the future.
4. Not checking tire pressure.
Properly-filled tires provide
better gas mileage for a
vehicle, but also have a big
impact on the driver’s ability
to control the vehicle. Poorly
inflated tires put the driver at
risk of being in an accident,
especially in difficult weather
conditions.
5. Neglecting coolant, brake,
transmission and other fluid
services.
While coolant is specifically
meant for protecting the
engine from overheating, other
fluids are actually extremely
important in keeping the
vehicle functioning properly.
Brake and transmission fluid
are especially significant in
preventing car accidents
because they help control the
movement of the vehicle.
6. Continuing to drive when the
vehicle is overheating.
The dangers of this practice
should be self-explanatory.
An overheated engine could
lead to an engine fire and
seriously injure the driver.
At the very least, the driver
could be facing costly repairs
or a totaled vehicle.
7. Not changing fuel and air
filters.
Regularly changing the air
and fuel filters in a vehicle
is more beneficial to gas
mileage and emissions than
it is to preventing accidents

and driver safety. However,
a well-functioning vehicle is
always safer than a poorlyfunctioning one.

8. Having unqualified
service your vehicle.

shops

There are a lot of auto repair
shops out there that are
simply in the business for
the money. Unfortunately,
that means unsuspecting car
owners risk falling victim to
faulty repairs and cheap parts
if they don’t check into the
reputation of the repair shop.
You don’t want a mechanic
installing dangerous or faulty
parts on your vehicle, mainly
because you never know how
those parts might hold up
down the road.
9. Using generic aftermarket
parts instead of original
equipment
manufacturer
(OEM)-quality parts.
Again, brand-name parts are
going to have the longest
warranties and have been
thoroughly inspected for
safety. Make sure you know
the brands and reliability
of the parts that are being
installed in your vehicle
before the mechanic begins
working on your car.
10.Trying to service your own
high-tech vehicle.
Some people prefer to
change the oil or service their
own vehicle themselves,
rather than take it to a
mechanic. There’s nothing
wrong with that, as long as
you know exactly what you’re
doing. There’s a reason that
auto mechanics exist, and
it’s for people who aren’t
experienced enough to make
the repairs or service the
vehicle on their own.

Scholarship Spotlight

The Davis Law Group Scholar Athlete Program,
which provides more than 30 scholarships to
student-athletes in Washington State every
year, was recently featured in the an issue of the
American Association for Justice’s ‘Trial Magazine’

Simmons vs. DOC ...continued
from page 1
record – more than 40 total criminal convictions –
and had been under the DOC’s supervision on at
least three prior occasions since the year 2000.

The DOC had classified Ramsey as a “high violent”
and “high risk” offender which, according to official
policy, required the DOC to provide the highest
level of monitoring and supervision. Specifically, the
lawsuit alleged that the DOC failed to timely issue
an arrest warrant for Ramsey after she violated
her community supervision several months before
the collision, and then failed to perform reasonable
efforts to locate her even when an informant
reported her whereabouts on multiple occasions.
The DOC vigorously denied any wrongdoing, and
filed several motions asking the court to dismiss
the action and/or limit the amount of damages that
could be recovered.

A Huge ‘Thank You’ to our
Wonderful Clients
On March 1st, the staff at the Davis
Law Group received a pleasant surprise
from two of our clients. To show their
appreciation for our hard work and
dedication to their case, they brought a
homemade feast into the office for the
entire staff to enjoy. Not only did we get
to celebrate closing both of their cases, but we also celebrated one
of their birthdays! Thank you again Kristina and Juan for the lunch, it
was great!

The DOC agreed to the $3.4 Million dollar settlement
on the first day of trial, and just before the attorneys
were to begin jury selection.
Mr. Simmons left behind two surviving children. A
portion of the settlement will be used to help support
Mr. Simmons’ two children. The settlement will also
be used to compensate Ms. Mattson who continues
to require medical treatment and additional support
as a result of her injuries.

This publication is intended to educate the general public about personal injury, car accident cases, medical malpractice, and insurance issues. It is not intended to be legal advice and
does not constitute attorney-client relationship. Every case is different. To discuss your individual case call Davis Law Group at 206-727-4000.

Download and read “Unsurance” at

unsurance.davislawgroupseattle.com
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Attorney Tips by Chris Davis

Medical Records are often the most important evidence in a
case. Without adequate medical records, you usually cannot
prove that you are injured - without medical records you do not
have a personal injury case.
Read our free report “The Importance of Medical
Evidence in your Personal Injury Claim” and learn
more helpful tips for your personal injury case at
our online Library.

Visit
www.injurytriallawyer.com/library/
for more valuable legal information

COMMUNICATION POLICY: Generally Mr. Davis does not take unscheduled phone calls. This allows him to focus and pay more attention to individual cases resulting in higher
quality legal services. This policy also helps Mr. Davis resolve cases more quickly. To schedule a phone call or in-person appointment with Mr. Davis call 206-727-4000.

